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Land
Acknowledgement
GVIAS and Burn in the Forest would like to
acknowledge our hosts and that the land
on which we gather is the unceded S’ólh
Téméxw – Stó:lō Traditional Territory, of
which the Xwchíyò:m (Cheam First Nation)
is a part. The Stó:lō peoples have a long
history of caretaking this land for
themselves, guests, and future generations.
We are grateful to our hosts for the lease of
the land upon which we are strengthening
our community. According to our
principles, we will leave without a trace to
respect the continued caretaking and
connection here.
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The 10 Principles of
Burning Man
Radical Inclusion
Anyone may be a part of the event. We welcome and respect the
stranger. No prerequisites exist for participation in our community.

Gifting
Our community is devoted to acts of gift giving. The value of a gift
is unconditional. Gifting does not contemplate a return or an
exchange for something of equal value. While many people
design and offer physical trinkets, gifting is as much about sharing
your time and talents in different ways. Some choose to create
and install art, others build theme camps to host community
campers or gift performance as all-day interactive theatre.

Decommodification
In order to preserve the spirit of gifting, our community seeks to
create social environments that are unmediated by commercial
sponsorships, transactions, or advertising. We stand ready to
protect our culture from such exploitation. We resist the substitution
of consumption for participatory experience.

Radical Self-reliance
The event encourages the individual to discover, exercise and rely
on his or her inner resources.

Radical Self-expression
Radical self-expression arises from the unique gifts of the individual.
No one other than the individual or a collaborating group can
determine its content. It is offered as a gift to others. In this spirit,
the giver should respect the rights and liberties of the recipient.
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The 10 Principles of Burning Man

Communal Effort
Our community values creative cooperation and collaboration.
We strive to produce, promote and protect social networks, public
spaces, works of art, and methods of communication that support
such interaction.

Civic Responsibility
We value civil society. Community members who organize events
should assume responsibility for public welfare and endeavor to
communicate civic responsibilities to participants. They must also
assume responsibility for conducting events in accordance with
local, state and federal laws.

Leaving No Trace (LNT)
Our community respects the environment. We are committed to
leaving no physical trace of our activities wherever we gather. We
clean up after ourselves and endeavor, whenever possible, to
leave such places in a better state than when we found them.

Participation
Our community is committed to a radically participatory ethic. We
believe that transformative change, whether in the individual or in
society, can occur only through the medium of deeply personal
participation. We achieve being through doing. Everyone is invited
to work. Everyone is invited to play. We make the world real
through actions that open the heart.

Immediacy
Immediate experience is, in many ways, the most important
touchstone of value in our culture. We seek to overcome barriers
that stand between us and a recognition of our inner selves, the
reality of those around us, participation in society, and contact
with a natural world exceeding human powers. No idea can
substitute for this experience.
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Safety Blurbs
Rangers
Rangers are burners who volunteer to help out their fellow
community members. Rangers are our “eyes and ears” who
help maintain the safety and well-being of event
participants, often acting as non-confrontational community
mediators.
Rangers help educate and acculturate burners to the event,
act as a source of information, respond to emergencies and
coordinate appropriate resources, maintain fire perimeters,
help disoriented participants find their way, and mediate
disputes between participants.
You can find Rangers walking the event in pairs wearing
blue BC Rangers t-shirts and carrying radios. You may also
find Rangers at Ranger HQ.

A Word on Consent
Our community aims to be a respectful space for all
participants and consent plays a large part in this. It is
important to know your personal boundaries, to be
comfortable expressing them, and to ask about and respect
the boundaries of others.
Remember that only a positive response means “yes” and
every other response means “no”. Remember to respect
others’ “no”, whatever form that takes.
Communicating about consent is always essential,
especially in sexual situations. BitF can be a charged
environment, and we want to ensure that we co-create a
safer space for radical self-expression while protecting
against harassment and assault.
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Burn in the Forest Main
Events
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Friday, July 13th at 11:00-ish am
Welcome From the Sto:lo at Centre Camp
Come join councillor Darwin Douglas and members of the
local Cheam First Nation for a traditional welcoming
ceremony.
Friday, July 13th at 10:00-ish pm
Jam Out with Your Clam Out at the Effigy
Come to the Effigy and watch our local fire performers
spin their best moves, including some previews of Burning
Man Conclave performances!
Saturday, July 14th at 10:00-ish pm
The Burn! at the Effigy
The main event! An amazing choreographed fire
performance and the burning of the effigy.
Sunday, July 15th at 12:59 am (after the Burn)
Message in a Bottle at the Temple
Keep the flame alive! Join us for a candle lighting
procession and barrel burn Saturday night. Arrive at
temple between 12 (midnight) and 12:50. Ceremony
begins promptly at 12:59. Candles will be provided.
NEW! Participate in the BiTF post-event CENSUS!
Go to www.burnintheforest.com/census
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Workshops and Events
Schedules might change. Check the master schedule and
communication board at Centre Camp for the most up-todate information.

Daily
All the Time!
Moop Collection Everywhere
Do you see some Matter Out Of Place (MOOP)? Pick it up!
Take it home with you! You don’t have to keep it, but if it
doesn’t belong at the campground then it shouldn’t be
there.
Anytime Day or Night!
Costume 911! at Action Faction
Sprung a hole? Strap come loose? Lose a vital part of your
robot head?! Action Faction has you covered! Our REPAIR!
shop is loaded with fabric, needles & thread, hot glue guns,
embellishments, and lots more.
Anytime!
Tramp Stamp Anywhere
Lookout for the gentle and sneaky tramp stamp giver. She
will be roaming the grounds all weekend, offering
consensual, complimentary, and temporary, tramp stamps.
Lower back placement not a must.
4:00 am - ?
Late Night Miso and More at Badgers’ Hideout
Calling all Late Night Crew! Badgers are nocturnal; join us at
the Hideout in the wee hours of the morning for miso soup
and all your favourite after party vibes. Fun never sleeps!
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Daily Events
1:00 pm - 1:30 pm
YouTube Yoga at Cathartic Cantina
Everyone loves yoga, but no one likes getting up early.
Especially at BitF. Join us for 30 minutes of the finest yoga
youtube has to offer.
1:00 pm - 3:00 pm
Llama Sock Puppet Crafting at No Drama Melodrama
Llamas
No Drama Melodrama Llamas will have a craft table front
and center onsite! Please come find us! We have all the
supplies for you and yours to make your very own Llama
sock puppet together with us!
2:00 pm - 5:00 pm & 7:00 pm - late
The Queen’s Tea Service at The Empress
Welcome to The Empress, the last bastion of a failed Empire!
Every afternoon and evening our gracious hosts will serve
you tea in our interpretation of a Victorian Drawing Room,
bringing you back to a more civilized time, where sanguine
conversation begets cheer and hope.
4:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Carbon Offset Time! Everywhere
Offset your carbon use! Hug a tree!
Whenever the Sign is Out
Dashboard Confessional at Cathartic Cantina
Confess your darkest secrets to our token French-Canadian
nun (everyone should have one). After confessing be
prepared to pay your penance in the form of (consensual)
paddling (not the erotic kind, get ready to have your ass
pummeled), 'slapshots that are healing', public abuse and
heckling or even a sly dick on your shoulder…
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Thursday July 12th
9:00 am - 10:00 am
Hello Sailor Yoga at Boobs and Berries
Special edition class for all the early entry participants. We
are going to say hello to BitF with some gentle Hatha yoga
exercises. Get your sweat on, Sailor Warriors.
7:00 pm - ?
Speed Friending at FriendZone
Come and meet a bunch of people through Speed
Friending at the FriendZone! Rotate every five minutes
through groups of three and discover new friends. This is not
a dating event! Curated with question prompts for the
introverts among us. No pressure, feel free to come late or
leave early.
7:00 pm - ?
Burning Glam Grand Opening Fashion Show and Intention
Setting Party Extravaganza Extraordinaire! at Burning Glam!
Burning Glam will be hosting a fashion show! Walk in the
fashion show or just watch. Come early and we'll give you
an outfit to wear or show up dressed ready to strut.
Photographers wanted, flash photography strongly
encouraged for that Paris-in-the-forest runway feel.
After the fashion show, the store will be open, come shop!
11:00 pm - 11:30 pm
Shark-cute-erie at Puck’s Palace
It's shark week at BitF so be ready for a sharknado to circle
Puck's Palace. These cute sharks will be feeding YOU instead
of feeding ON you. So leave your blood on the dance floor
and indulge in your meat and cheese cravings.
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Thursday, July 12th Events
8:30 pm - ?
Cuddle Talk at The Yard
Small talk on how to cuddle better, and how to give
consent. Then the group will be separated into three groups:
one where consent for every action is required, one where
people give their blanket consent (not sensual) and one
where people give their blanket consent and can be
sensual.
6:00 pm - 10:00 pm
Viking Feast! at Viking Camp
Get yer burn started with a full belly! Join us Vikings for a
Viking Feast. We'll be roasting a whole pig all day long so we
can provide a delicious start to BitF. While enjoying the feast,
come on up to Viking Bar and drink a glass of our home
made Viking Ale! Bring your cups, plates, forks or leave
hungry and thirsty! The party will keep on going until the pig
is destroyed and the beer is drank.
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Friday July 13th
Sometime today
Shed Your BS! at Centre Camp (Look for the Panda Sign)
Body Shame. Who needs it? Nobody, that’s who.
My name is Panda. I just had a mastectomy. It has launched
me into a community of unreasonably loud body shame like
I’ve never seen before. I now have only one breast.. But I’m
not afraid to use it.. Join me for a group discussion on how to
heal body shame. I have no idea what we will talk about,
that partly depends on you. I’m here to show you how to
make the most of our situation and have fun in the face of
fear and darkness. This discussion is open to everyone. Let’s
make the breast of this, shall we? Check Centre Camp for
the Panda Sign sometime just before noon for an indication
of placement and timing.
9:00 am - 10:00 am
Bubble Boxing Bootcamp at Boobs and Berries
Have you been procrastinating on getting that six-pack for
BitF this year? Not to worry, we are going to box ourselves to
some chiseled abs. If you ask nicely, we may even do
burpees; YOU'RE WELCOME! Please BYO bubbles & chakra
glasses.
9:00 am - 11:00 am
Chai and Chat at the Oasis of Om
Come visit, have some chai, and stay for a heart-centred,
intention-setting circle/ritual to open our space and envision
what we are calling in for the weekend at BitF.
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Friday, July 13th Events
10:00 am - 5:00 pm
Speed Friending! at the Friendzone
Come and meet a bunch of people through Speed
Friending at the FriendZone! Rotate every five minutes
through groups of three and discover new friends. This is not
a dating event! Curated with question prompts for the
introverts among us. No pressure, feel free to come late or
leave early.
10:30 am - 12:00 pm
Ecstatic Yoga at Boobs and Berries
11:00 am - 12:00 pm
Storytelling at The Gypsy Caravan at Center Camp
An interactive storytelling experience at our cosmic gypsy
camp with facilitators Michelle and Martin. Explore deep
inner listening as you become the guide of your own
beautiful journey through images and pictures. For up to
eight people only. Spaces will be reserved on a first come,
first served basis.
11:00 am - 12:30 pm
Embodying Compassion with Faeryn Gallier at the Oasis of
Om
A body-lovin' flow yoga class. All levels welcome. We have
mats! You’ll feel BETTER! Faeryn is a yoga teacher, massage
practitioner, healer and world traveler. Much loved, she is an
all around radical gal.
11:00 am - 12:00 pm
Curiosity Yoga at Centre Camp
Set your weekend off to a curious start with this gentle yoga
class guided by Magpie (Kim Dee). You're invited to get
curious about your mind, body, and breath during this hour
of gentle movement and exploration. Bring your mat and
Bring your mat and whatever you need to feel comfortable
for an hour.
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Friday, July 13th Events
11:00 am - 1:00 pm
Introduce Yourself! Everywhere
Introduce yourself to a stranger. Always ask for consent
before hugging or touching anyone. Everyone’s comfort
level is different!
11:00 am - 1:00 pm
Nipple Decoration at Whiptail Lizard Camp
The Whiptail Lizards are on a mission to decorate every
nipple at BitF! Are your boobs feeling bored? Are your tits too
tame? Is your chest undressed? It's time to decorate!
Join us for DIY nipple pasties. We'll provide the craft supplies,
you bring the creativity. All genders welcome.
12:00 pm - 1:00 pm
The Carnal Coffee Cup at Coffee Camp
Did you know that coffee has aphrodisiac properties? Join
Sonya as she describes how naturally occurring compounds
found in coffee and other foods can stimulate sexual desire.
Be prepared to be titillated - your next cup of coffee may
never be the same!
1:00 pm - 2:00 pm
Storytelling at The Gypsy Caravan at Center Camp
An interactive storytelling experience at our cosmic gypsy
camp with facilitators Michelle and Martin. Explore deep
inner listening as you become the guide of your own
beautiful journey through images and pictures. For up to
eight people only. Spaces will be reserved on a first come,
first served basis.
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Friday, July 13th Events
1:00 pm - 2:30 pm
Exploration of the Senses with Julia Mermaid Goudkova at
the Oasis of Om
A tantric workshop for couples, old friends, new friends
where participants will have the opportunity to deepen their
connection with their partner through guided exploration of
the six senses.
1:00 pm - 3:00 pm
Caffeination Celebration at Coffee Camp
Drop by Coffee Camp for little extra jolt in your coffee and
some global beats. As usual - bring your own cup!
1:00 pm - 7:00 pm
Annual Boobs & Berries Lawn Boat Party at Boobs and Berries
A'hoy Captains and Sailors, come dance at the Boobs &
Berries Yacht Cooperative for the biggest radically fauxclusive party at BitF. For the 4th year in a row we'll be serving
up those sweet beachy vibes from our boat stage, and
irresistible sangria from our brand new booby bar. Don't
have landlubber regret... Let's get naughty-cal!
1:30 pm - 3:00pm
BC Rangers Town Hall at Centre Camp
BC Rangers is planning a Town Hall to discuss the future of
Rangers at Burn In The Forest. To create a sustainable future,
we want to facilitate more discussion and engagement for
ranger leadership in BC. The Town Hall will be facilitated by
experienced Rangers, and we plan to offer context for our
biggest leadership challenges, address concerns, and listen
to our community. This is open to all participants, not just
Rangers.
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Friday, July 13th Events
2:00 pm - ?
Brunch and Mimosas at the StarGayz
Come for brunch and mimosas where we will dish out the
gay agenda and feed you - Will you go tacos? Burrito?
both? Wink wink, you decide, anything goes when you are
in the queer frontier.
2:00 pm - ?
Icebreaker Games at the FriendZone!
Come make new friends while playing silly games,
discovering your unique talents , and working together to
solve problems. Introvert friendly and totally casual. Feel free
to join late or leave early. Most games will involve some
physical activity but no fitness is required and we will try to
accommodate everyone!
2:00 pm - ?
Make Your Own Light-up ACTION Sign! at Action Faction
Light up "ACTION" sign making workshop. Want to invoke a
group of random (and willing) participants to HOWL! ? Or
maybe DANCE! ? Or to SING! ? Come to Action Faction to
create a light up beacon of ACTION!!
2:00 pm - 2:20 pm
Tornpalooza 2018 at Vandango
Listen to Torn for 20 minutes while drinking wine and crying.
2:00 pm - 4:00 pm
Milkshakes at the Yard
Our milkshakes bring all the Burners to The Yard. Our milk is
shaken, not stirred. We’ll serve you one of them sweet drinks,
maybe? They’ll be loaded with fruity fun and ice, ice baby!
And don’t worry if you’re vegan, that’s cool too. We’ve
milked some tiny nuts for you. Shaking them jugs, giving out
hugs, just remember to bring your own mugs! We’ve got
groovy tunes and laid back vibes, so don’t be a stranger come by, imbibe!
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Friday, July 13th Events
2:00 pm - 4:00 pm
Bottle Share at Viking Camp
Love everything about beer? Crazy about trying new,
seasonal, or hard to find beers? Bring one of your favourites
along (or don't, we'll still include you - that's just the way we
are) to share, bring a cup, and most of all bring your inner
beer nerd. We'll have some tasty and unusual beer to
expose you to some of our most favourite brews and styles!
3:00 pm - ?
Art Party! at Artlandia
Celebrate the opening of a full-on fine-arts gallery with
Artlandia. Ribbon-cutting, champagne-popping, live model
life drawing. Talks from artists (they're bonafide!), a creation
station for your own (bonafide!) masterpiece, fun music, and
rivers of blood red wine.
3:00 pm - 4:30 pm
Partner Massage with Geraldine Lahiffe at the Oasis of Om
Thai yoga massage, rolling, traction and other fun
techniques. Bring a blanket and some pillows- we have
mats! Bring a partner or come make a new friend. Geraldine
is a physiotherapist, yoga teacher and acupuncturist.
4:00 pm - ?
Gang-Stir-Friday at Vandango
A Vandango Classic. All your faves, playing at your favourite
bar. The best of the golden age of rap, along with dildos
and mediocrity. Gang colours a must, AKs optional.
4:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Storytelling at The Gypsy Caravan at Center Camp
This is an invitation to attend an interactive storytelling
experience at our cosmic gypsy camp with facilitators
Michelle and Martin. Explore deep inner listening as you
become the guide of your own beautiful journey through
images and pictures. For up to eight people only. Spaces will
be reserved on a first come, first served basis.
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Friday, July 13th Events
5:00 pm - 7:00 pm
Contact Dance Workshop and Jam with Draegan Laurin at
the Oasis of Om
Explore fundamental techniques from contact improvisation
and other connection-based partner dance in a consentpositive space. Deepen your ability to connect with yourself
and others on the dance floor! Draegan is a yoga and
dance facilitator sharing their gifts in Vancouver, at
Hollyhock, and along the Pacific Northwest.
6:30 pm - ?
Preventing Bad Consequences of Drug Use at the Empress
Sharing our knowledge about prevention of bad
consequences for drug use.
7:00 pm - 9:30 pm-ish
Camp Dance Party with little.fiery.one at the Oasis of Om
Come twist, turn, roll and soar. Put your newly honed
contact dance skills into practice. We’ll acro and contact
the early evening away, moving into deep community
connection, guided by the ethereal music of little.fiery.one.
https://www.mixcloud.com/little_fiery_one/
8:00 pm - ?
Comedy and Music from PIOTR at The Really Lost Penguins
Sound Camp
8:00 pm - ?
Talent Show at Vandango
Headward the Cromulon returns to BitF more demanding
than ever. The giant alien head must be appeased, so bring
the best of your no-talent to our show. All "talents" are
"welcome". Save BitF! Glorious Prize To Be Awarded. Brought
to you by the Interplanetary Destruction Council.
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Friday, July 13th Events
8:00 pm - 11:00 pm
Cocktail Lounge at the Skyybar
Skyybar is here to provide beautiful views, light tunes, and
cocktails produced by our resident mixologist. Take a
chance with our Skyy wheel to experience never before
created concoctions and elixirs. Let Skyybar pamper you
with liquid delights that will leave your tastebuds tantalized.
5:00 pm - 9:00 pm
Space Western Ball at Stardust Saloon
Come one, come all, to the space western ball…
We’ll be featuring songs, dancing, and mystery drinks from
the far corners of the ‘verse. Grab a banjo or a laser synth,
tickle your fancy with duels, spacewalks, lassos, and more!
9:30 pm - 1:00-ish am
Bangers and Mash at Cathartic Cantina
Come get your drink and your smoke on. Escape the hippies
and get down to some dope bass and hip hop bangers w/
DJ's Lizzie Lane, Jeff and OG hype man Big Skeezy. Come
early so you don’t miss an entrancing performance by dragalien Coco Klein!! We'll be serving sangria and spinnin’ your
fave tunes from 9.30 ‘til 1-ish.
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Saturday July 14th
7:00 am - ?
Morning Yoga at No Drama Melodrama Llamas
Partying all night? Still can't sleep? Come partake in some
sunrise yoga to help calm down the body and mind.
9:00 am - 10:00 am
Laughter Vinyasa Yoga at Boobs and Berries
Have you heard of Laughter yoga? Have you heard of
Vinyasa yoga? Now you can do both laugh & asana AT THE
SAME TIME. This is cutting-edge yoga technology, released
for the very first time in the wild. Laugh your way through
those chaturangas!
9:00 am - 10:00 am
Rise and Shine Meditation and Mindfulness with Adeline
Lalita Thulliez at the Oasis of Om
Whether you are an early bird or you haven't yet made it to
bed, morning meditation is for you! Take some time to yourself
to process yesterday’s happenings and clear your mind, spirit,
brain, and body to make space for what's to come! No
experience necessary.
10:00 am - ?
Introduction to Reiki at The Gypsy Caravan at Center Camp
An introductory talk on traditional Japanese Reiki called "We
are All Healers" with Reiki Master Michelle. Teaching Reiki
since 1997. This presentation is based on the oral tradition of
Reiki as an intuitive art.
10:00 am - 11:00 am
Solo Electroswing Dance! at Boobs and Berries
Learn simple authentic vintage jazz moves that will make
you the cat’s meow on the electroswing dance floor!
Sneakers are recommended.
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Saturday, July 14th Events
11:00 am - 12:00 pm
Bellyfit at Boobs and Berries
11:00 am - 12:30 pm
Morning Flow Yoga and a Touch of Yin with Lindsay Starbird
at the Oasis of Om
Come wake up your body for a day of dancing, adventure,
and exploration. Move through an energetic flow yoga
practice suitable for all levels. This practice will also include
moments of sustained yin poses for gentle unfolding and
breath-based mindfulness. We have mats! Lindsay is a fulltime yoga and dance teacher in Vancouver, coordinator of
the Yoga Stage at Blessed Coast Festival and one of the four
founders of the Oasis of Om.
11:00 am - 1:00 pm
Prince & Princess Tea Party! at The Empress Tea House
The Empress Tea House has been gleefully serving tea and
snark to our beloved BitF participants for many years now!
This year, we also want to specifically radically include the
junior members of our community with an event and time
especially for those 12 and under! Come dressed up in your
finest Prince or Princess, Steampunk, or other fine attire!
Whilst there, children will have the opportunity to craft their
very own crown! (NOTE TO PARENTS: There will be sugar and
there will be gluten. There will not be any purposeful nuts,
but, ya know, we're camping, so if your child has any
allergies, please be careful to supervise their snacks.) To The
Queen!
11:00 am - 1:00 pm
Nature Walk at Boobs and Berries
Interested in the birds and the bees, and everything in
between? Join REVI and explore the plants and animals that
surround you here at Burn in the Forest. We will learn how to
identify trees, flowers, birds, insects and more, as well as
answer any questions you may have. Meet at Boobs and
Berries for the 5th annual Nature Walk!
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Saturday, July 14th Events
11:00 am - 1:00 pm
Slutty Hangover Breakfast at Vandango
Vandango's cure for what you did to yourself last night. Fried
potatoes! Eggs! Hair of the dog!
And of course, dildos and mediocrity.
Come for breakfast, stay for our sunny attitudes. Breakfast
while supplies last.
12:00 pm - ?
Papa Taco's Noon O'clock Yoga at The Gentle Heckles
Porch
Papa Taco will debut his yoga teaching practice at BitF,
guiding participants through a series of poses inspired by
Mexican food. Papa Taco's Noon O'clock Yoga: come for
the yoga, namaste for the tequila. (Disclaimer: every pose is
a wind-relieving pose)
12:00 pm - 2:00 pm
Geek Out About Drugs at The Yard
A science based look at popular and obscure recreational
drugs. We'll look at their effects on the brain, the science
behind dependence and tolerance, ways to reduce harm,
and much more!
1:00 pm - ?
Life Painting for Non Painters at Artlandia
A quick non scary lesson for those who want to try out
painting but not sure where to start, or for those who just
want to come and get their paint on! Materials, model, and
instructions all provided. Need help getting your creative
juices flowing, our wine bar can help with that too.
1:00 pm - 2:00 pm
Don’t Have a Cow, Man! at the River
No Cows.
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Saturday, July 14th Events
1:00 pm - 2:00 pm
How 'Bout Them Apples at Boobs and Berries
Come taste and learn about apples! We'll have a wide
variety of apples to taste and find a new favourite. We'll also
have lots of interesting facts about all the apples you love
and many you've never heard of before.
1:00 pm - 2:30 pm
Embodied Boundaries and Self Care with Shaina
Winddancer at the Oasis of Om
Come and explore your connection to self and relationship
with others. This class weaves together yoga, massage, and
embodiment exercises with the intention of clarifying our
boundaries and inner knowing. We will move together, give
and receive nurturing touch (if desired), and feel into our
own needs. Shaina is an RMT, yoga teacher, and Somatic
Experiencing practitioner. She aims to create a traumainformed space that honours consent culture. Shaina is one
of the four founders of the Oasis of Om.
1:00 pm - 3:00 pm
Chester The Cheetah's Cheese & Wine Party at Baby
Cheetah Camp
Join Chester The Cheetah for an afternoon of high
sophistication, and some of the finest wines and cheeses
known to humanity.
1:00 pm - 3:00 pm
GVIAS Art Tour! at Centre Camp
The GVIAS Art Grants Committee will be holding its annual
art tour! Meet Committee members at Centre Camp for a
walking tour of the art pieces that have been funded by
GVIAS for BitF this year. You will get an opportunity to play
and interact with the art and meet some of the artists. Artists
are encouraged to join us to tell us about their art.
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Saturday, July 14th Events
1:00 pm - Whenever We Run Out
Fuck I Missed Yesterday’s Party, Party at Boobs and Berries
Can't get enough of the Boobs & Berries Yacht
Cooperative? You're in luck because your favourite crew of
sexy sailors will be serving magical tunes aboard the sound
stage, complete with full sangria bar service. Listen for the
music when the party gets started, sangria served until we
run out. Get those boobs-and-berries-a-shaking!
2:00 pm - ?
Icebreaker Games at the FriendZone!
Come make new friends while playing silly games,
discovering your unique talents , and working together to
solve problems. Introvert friendly and totally casual. Feel free
to join late or leave early. Most games will involve some
physical activity but no fitness is required and we will try to
accommodate everyone!
2:00 pm - ?
Bard in the Forest: A Midsummer Night's Trip Look for the Sign
by the Main River Entrance.
This is an improv theatre performance with scripts handed
out to people and then scenes are acted out whenever,
wherever people are needing art. No acting experience
needed and participation is encouraged. It's going to be a
blast!
2:00 pm - ?
All ages Fortnight Dance Workshop! at Scribbles and Shakes
Look for us in the RV area, we'll have a cargo pallet with us!
Learn the 'floss', 'best mates', 'tidy', 'hold on tight', 'orange
justice', and the 'hype'!
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Saturday, July 14th Events
2:00 pm - 3:00 pm
Storytelling at The Gypsy Caravan at Center Camp
This is an invitation to attend an interactive storytelling
experience at our cosmic gypsy camp with facilitators
Michelle and Martin. Explore deep inner listening as you
become the guide of your own beautiful journey through
images and pictures. For up to eight people only. Spaces will
be reserved on a first come, first served basis.
2:00 pm - 4:00 pm
Sensual Cuddles at Dante’s Infurno
Small discussion on what is good cuddles and consent.
We start with sensual experiences with smell, food, hearing,
gentle touch, then we have some cuddles ... Could lead to
more…
2:00 pm - 4:00 pm
Drain the Keg Party at Viking Camp
Come help us Vikings get rid of whatever beer is left! Dance
the afternoon away in bliss, drinking ice cold craft beer.
2:00 pm - 4:00 pm
Menage-a-cart at the Goonies
Come out to Menage-a-cart: a tail-cart party of three wild
proportions at The Goonies theme camp. The Goonies will
be hosting an afternoon cart party with three carts present:
The Goon-buggy serving bagged wine, The Church of
Cheesus Cart serving grilled cheese sandwiches, and the
Pineapple Cart serving pineapples and pineapple cocktails.
There will be music for dancing, and other goon, cheese,
and pineapple related activities.
2:00 pm - 4:00 pm
Vandango Spa at Vandango
Hardcore relaxation with facials, foot baths, machine
massage, eye vegetables, and iced vodka. For reals, it's a
spa. Let us give you the treatment you deserve.
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Saturday, July 14th Events
3:00 pm - ?
Paint me! at the Giant Paint by Numbers
Paint your masterpiece! Try out a hint of titanium white.
3:00 pm - 4:00 pm
Jeff Goldblum: The Cheetah at Baby Cheetah Camp
You came for the cheese and wine, now stay for Jeff
Goldblum! We have an hour of Jeff purring like a cheetah!
Yes - this is as awesome as it sounds!
3:00 pm - 4:30 pm
Unlock Your Creativity Through Shamanism with Willy
Lavendel at the Oasis of Om
The workshop revolves around Shamanic techniques and
unlocking your creativity. Full of exploration and play! Willy is
a filmmaker, urban shaman, dj and all-round creative seeker
in Vancouver.
3:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Stilt Jam and Walkabout at Centre Camp and Around
Do you like to get high and wander around aimlessly while
others marvel at your highness? Meet us at Centre Camp
and let’s go for a walkabout! Wear your finest
red/black/white ensemble - or whatever you fancy!
4:00 pm - ?
Whine & Wine Happy Hour at Artlandia
Cuddle up in Artlandia's cozy chill space and have a drink,
you deserve it! Copious art supplies, a wine bar, community
art board, serial killers*.
*No serial killers
4:00 pm - 5:30 pm
BOW DOWN - Embodying Gratitude at Center Camp
‘Think not that humility is weakness; it shall supply the marrow
of strength to thy bones. Stoop and conquer; bow thyself
and become invincible.’ - Charles Spurgeon
Come practice invincible living, dynamic gratitude, and the
art of honouring one another.
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Saturday, July 14th Events
4:00 pm - 6:00 pm
Arduino, Raspberry Pi, and LEDs For Burners at Viking Camp
It's a one hour introduction to how easy it is to use simple
electronics to light up your outfit or theme camp or art
piece. Build your own thing, instead of buying some flashing
LED products. At the end of this session, you will know how
easy it is to be an LED art programmer and electronics
builder.
4:30 pm - ?
Lube Wrestling! at the Beach
Bring your wrestling costume, swimming suit or nakedness! In
a kiddie pool, we'll have a one-on-one wrestling match with
a commentator and a referee.
5:00 pm - 6:45 pm
Partner Acrobatics Workshop and Jam at the Oasis of Om
Come stretch, fly, balance, and support- we’ll go through a
variety of acro yoga stretches, moving into elementary
poses, and ultimately bringing out the more advanced
moves, jamming to our hearts’ content. No partner or
experience necessary. We have mats!
7:00 pm - ?
Navigating our emotional and rational worlds with critical
thinking at The Empress
Discussion on different tools that can help us live a better life
(based on CBT, studies, critical thinking…
7:00 pm - ?
Comedy and Music with PIOTR at The Really Lost Penguins
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7:00 pm - 8:30
EcoSexuality: Aroused for Life with Sophia Faria at the Oasis
of Om
This experiential journey will guide you to connect with the
elements (earth, air, fire, water and spirit) as a portal to
cultivate erotic energy, arousal and fullness. Drawing from
teachings within ecology, tantra, and sacred sexuality, this
workshop will explore breath, sound, movement, touch, and
visualization on the path to pleasure. Sophia is the creator of
SoulFoodSex, a guide on the journey of sacred sexuality.
8:00 pm - 11:00 pm (During the Effigy Burn)
FUCK YER BURN PARTY at Vandango
You are cordially invited to attend Vandango's Saturday
night, red carpet gala event; a unique experience unlike
any other. Align your chakras and downward your dog, we
want you at our bar in your finest threads DURING THE BURN!
Don't worry you won't miss a thing, our technical staff has
been working around the clock to ensure a live stream of
the burn to our all patrons on two glorious 21-inch Sony
Trinitron cathode ray tube televisions. Now there are fewer
reasons than ever to leave the bar.
8:30 pm - ?
Vandango Drag Race at Vandango
Start your engines! May the best woman (Or best man) win!
You'd better find those tucking panties and practice up your
death drops cause Vandango's Drag Race is coming to BitF.
We will be conjuring the essence of RuPaul, so you'd better
bring it! Drag Queens and Kings are invited to strut their
fiercest outfits down the catwalk. You will be judged on your
charisma, uniqueness, nerve and talent. And this is
Vandango - if you can't stand the heat get out of the
kitchen. You may find yourself in a lip sync battle, and girl
you best be prepared. The winner will receive the crown,
bragging rights, and a super secret fabulous prize!
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Sunday July 15th
2:00 am - 3:00 am (After the Burn)
Anthropomorphic Pants Off Dance Off at Dante’s Infurno
DANTE'S INFURNO ROOM presents the first annual
"Anthropomorphic Pants Off Dance Off!" pole and erotic
dancing competition. MC'd and judged by the Infamous
Sex Traffic Panda, the Panda himself will be setting an
example for y'all as he works that dirty pole.
Competition is open to all species and genders, sorry no
humans.
Nudity is not required, we just wanna see your best moves
and animal outfits.
Dances will be judged and a trophy will be awarded to the
favourite performer!
3:00 am - 5:00 am
Sailor Sexy Party at Dante’s Infurno
Make sure you wear your sailor hat. And maybe only your
sailor hat?
10:00 am - ?
Surreal Cereal Social at No Drama Melodrama Llamas
Last morning at BitF.... don't want to pack up yet? Still
wanting to see your friends one last time? Come to the
surreal cereal social! We'll have cereal and almond milk!
Bring a bowl and a spoon, dig in!
10:00 am - ?
Communicating with Trees at The Gypsy Caravan at Center
Camp
A seminar on Geomancy.
10:00 am - 11:15 am
Morning Hatha at the Oasis of Om
Come stretch it out for the final official yoga class with the
folks at the Oasis of Om. Exciting Burner Teacher t.b.a.
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Sunday, July 15th Events
10:30 am - 11:30 am
Castaway Kids Jam Session! at Boobs and Berries
Calling all aspiring Captains, First Mates and Sailor Tots!
Come-on down to the Boobs & Berries Yacht Cooperative
for a family friendly jam session on Sunday morning. We’ll
have dancing and gymnastics on the astroturf set to Disney
inspired tunes from one of our favourite guest DJs. Stick
around for some active games and a surprise visit that is sure
to please!
11:30 am - 1:00 pm
Yoga Nidra with Jennifer Wosk at the Oasis of Om
Jennifer Wosk is a yogini and jewellery designer from
Vancouver, BC. She will guide in a yoga nidra practice, also
known as yogic sleep. Yoga Nidra takes you on a journey
between sleep and wakefulness for deep relaxation and
letting go of subconscious patterning that no longer serves.
3:00 pm - ?
Finish Your Masterpiece at Giant Paint by Numbers
Come finish your masterpiece! Try out a hint of titanium
white.
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Camps
Action Faction (7)
We are an ACTION themed camp! What Action word
represents who you are? "BUILD"? "DANCE"? "CREATE"?
Come let us help you find your "Action" identity!

Art Rave (25)
An immersive (if messy) interactive painting experience
exploring the making of shapes through painting with our
bodies through the medium of dance.

Artlandia (17)
Pretentionistic, folkademic, and popaclismic art becomes
radically inclusive. Communal gallery, self-serve supplies,
creative workshops... and a BAR!

Baby Cheetah (24)
THE PLACE FOR ALL YOUR BABY CHEETAH NEEDS.

BACK to the WILD (3)
The original European rave party with amazing decorations,
glow trees, black UV lights and DJs playing the heaviest bass
music genres.

Badgers’ Hideout (12)
Hidden deep in the forest of destiny, behind the peekaboo
trees, time stops where the Badgers host the after party that
turns into the pre.
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Boobs & Berries (11)
Radically faux-clusive yacht cooperative, sprinkled with
berries and seamen. Come dance, play and have a drink.
Let's get naughty'cal!

Burning Glam (31)
The Costumes/Clothes/Accessories free-store!
"The Best Place to Express Yourself!"

Burning Mail (21)
Got a burning desire to post some mail at BitF? Through rain,
weed, short attention spans or snow, Burning Mail promises
not to set your mail on fire.

Campocalypse (33)
A Wasteland Weekend and Mad Max inspired Camp. When
The Robot overlords rose, so too did the human resistance.

Candyland (4)
We make all your candy dreams come true! Visit Candyland
to get a sugar fix, sit a bit and make some kandi while
chatting with your neighbours!

Cathartic Cantina (36)
Cathartic Cantina, where you can give fewer fucks. Let go
of what bothers you, hippies, millennials, boomers, gas
prices, climate change, whatever it is, we got you.

Church of Cheesus Christ of Udder Day
Saints (35)
The Church of Cheesus Christ is here to spread the Divine
Dairy. We’re devoted to helping Burners find their whey, as
long as we aren’t grating.
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Coffee Camp (15)
Coffee and Tea, or hot chocolate, morning til night! Plus a
lounge area for your comfort and enjoyment.

Dante's Infurno (37)
Dante's is a two-storey furry themed strip club, now twice the
size with a second dome for a dedicated sex-positive play
space!

DPW
$#!¥ pump society: We take it, we give it, we clear the lines
and keep it moving, we build it, we break it down, we burn
it; however, there will be no confusion as to what we
produce.

Elemental Lounge (34)
Conversation, meditation, and relaxation based on the
elements, with a futuristic twist. Respite from the chaos

Empress (16)
Relive the glory of the Victorian age and enjoy the comforts
of a more civilized time in our reinterpretation of a Victorian
drawing room.

FriendZone (13)
Want to make some friends? Come join us for speed
friending, icebreaker games and the FriendStop! Consent
culture positive!

Goonies (19)
The Goonies combines your childhood freedoms with the
best parts of adulthood in one giant SLAP of the Goon bag
(bagged wine)!
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Grandma Gails Swim Club (9)
Grandma Gail's Swim Club is a daytime chill zone to hang
and connect with Grams and celebrate her 80th birthday!

Kanuckistan Outpost (8)
From Alberta, Kanuckistan Outpost presents BLASTO, the
fireball shooting range & gallery.

Library (26)
Shhhh! This is a library! Enjoy a quiet space with your
favourite book or one of ours. Come for read aloud and
bedtime stories. Shhhh!

Love Bombs (29)
From beer pong to nipple tassle workshops and pass the
parcel, Camp Love Bombs is creating an oasis of games
and experiences for your entertainment!

Monkey Camp (20)
Monkey Camp is built on the foundation of the 10 Principles
of Burning Man but goes further to highlight and encourage
spontaneous play of all kinds!

No Drama Melodrama Llamas (32)
Come chill in our no drama llama zone. Participate in a
sunrise yoga practice, or enjoy some llama chuddles. Sock it
to stress with our sock puppet and prayer flag making
workshop.

Oasis of Om (23)
We are a shady daytime chill space for yoga, massage,
meditation and more. Join us for workshops, body work and
for our serene sensory environment.
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Piece of Sit (27)
A chill venue to chill and socialize and provides a
comfortable venue for the daily workshops offered.

Pinenipple Express (22)
Sweet, sumptuous, a little spiky - the Pinenipple Express will
take you on a sense-tacular journey of delight!
'We're not prickly, but they are!'

Pucks Palace (1)
Puck's Palace is your booty-shaking, love-making, dancing
machine all night long. Come for the music, stay for the
sunrise.

Radical Seclusion (28)
Your comfortable get away in the quiet zone for those who
have been overstimulated and could use some silence or
meditation.

Rainbow Tramp Camp (14)
Rainbow tramps are twice as trampy this year with one giant
ball pit tramp for bouncing and one for taking a break and
relaxing along your journey.

SkyyBar (10)
Join us in the clouds! Our staff of professional bartenders
have procured delightful tastes from around the globe that
we'd love to share with you!

Stardust Saloon (30)
Saddle up, hold on tight as we ride to the final frontier! Test
yourself against interplanetary beasties, then get
razzmatazzed in our cosmic cantina
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StarGayz (5)
A dimension as vast as space, existing beyond the limits of
the gender binary. Welcome to the dimension of freedom,
StarGayz, the queer frontier.

Vandango (E)
Leave your chakras and earth crystals at home. We're here
to push your buttons and pour some lovin' directly into your
face hole.

Viking Camp (2)
Join us merry Vikings at Viking Camp for our annual Pig Roast
Thursday night! An amazing Feast topped with fresh Viking
Ale at our famous Viking Bar!

Whiptail Lizards (18)
A matriarchal camp of fierce folks fostering comfort and
creativity with our body-positive, gender-inclusive, and
silliness-encouraged workshops.

Yard (6)
A comfy, welcoming hangout area. The archetypal
backyard with some “Through the Looking Glass” twists:
picket fence, games and climbing wall.
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Art Pieces
1. 2D or Knot 2D?
This 3-dimensional take on Twister will have you climbing up
the walls in excitement.

3. Ayizo
Ayizo is a structural exploration of birth, life, death and the
cosmic soup that unites us all. Come lounge and
contemplate infinity.

4. Badgers’ Peek-A-Boo Forest of Destiny
All forest dwellers are welcome to hang under the glowing
canopy of Badgers’ Peek-A-Boo Forest of Destiny. Have a
question for the Badger? Gaze into the hidden trees for a
glimpse of your secrets divined!

5. BeLeaf in Dreams
Come rest in the faerie grove, decorate a leaf with a dream
to share and tie it to one of the trees.

6. Berzerkatroid Dragon
Interactive light up fire-breathing dragon

7. Blank Sign Booth - Hugs, Bad Advice
Replaceable signage allows YOU to transform this booth into
anything you want it to be. Have something to give? Offer
Free Hugs, Gifting, Bad Advice and Exotic Lies. Or try to
answer the pre-eminent questions of our time: Are Poptarts
Ravioli?
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8. BLASTO
BLASTO is a ray-gun shooting range & fireball gallery.
Participants will shoot blasters (emitting an infrared beam
similar to a TV remote control) at light-up LED targets.
Successful hits will activate propane flame effects ("boosh"
effects).

9. Blink-E's Universe
Blink-E's Universe is a game where you control a robots
mechanical arm to place planets onto the "universe", but
careful, the universe is easily thrown off balance causing the
planets to tumble. Take turns and play as a group or play
solo:)

10. Borg Ball
Cyborg statue, with glowing head pillars.

11. Brood Spider
Come lay under Brood Spider down by the river. Her flame
belly is there to keep you warm and dreaming all night long.

12. Bubbles on the Beach
Bubbles on the beach: we are bringing it back for some day
time fun in the sun! WARNING: this non-interactive art project
may cause boredom

13. Build-a-glow
Imagine creating your own light up, large scale art right here
at BitF! BUILD-A-GLOW will allow you to do just that! Pick a
length of tube, plug it into a base, and watch it light up!
Keep building until you are happy with your art!
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14. Candyland Sweet Swing
Enjoy Candyland's light up swing day or night

15. Church of Cheesus Cart
The Church of Cheesus Cart is a mobile monument, brienging grilled cheese love across the land. This temple to the
Church of Cheesus Christ will be handing out divine offerings
for the gouda the people, so you cheddar keep your eyes
out.

16. Divination Station
A small velvet-draped booth in the forest. One person sits
inside and offers spiritual guidance to another. Perhaps they
already have a divination practice. Perhaps you will use the
materials and instruction within. What inner truths may be
revealed?

17. Devil's Harp
Devil's Harp is an intricate metal sculpture but as the fire
goes off, it transforms into a platform to showcase the art of
rope tying as people get tied and suspended from it. Keep
an eye open for workshops being held at it and come play!

18. Gentle Heckles Porch
Tap into a past era of public commentary, building
community from the comfort of our front stoop. Release your
inner porch dweller: kick up your heels, rock away your
cares, jam out, knit and sip, heckle gently...
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19. Giant Painting By Numbers
Complete the painting before the weekend is up! You are
invited to participate in a giant paint by numbers, brushes
and paint provided.

20. Giant Tetris
Giant Light Up Tetris lights up as it is stacked.

21. Goon-O-Meter
Have you ever wondered the strength of your goon slap?
Well this is your chance to find out! Come to the Goonies
camp to test the might of your slap or compete against a
friend on this carnival like Goon-O-Meter!

22. Greg
Our favourite bubble blowing glowing Sperm Whale would
like to return to BitF to splash with the party. Come write a
thought, joke, or doodle on B+BYC's infamous Cetacean

23. Heart-to-Heart
Need to get something off your chest? Need support?
Come hold the Heart-to-Heart pillow & use this safe space
for a chat with a friend, a stranger, yourself or someone not
here. Write a note for the temple. Be open. Be vulnerable.
This is your space.

24. Heliolunachrone
Heliolunachrone is a digital sundial and moondial. By day, it
shows the approximate time by displaying numbers with its
shadow, while by night (or when it's cloudy) it shows the
approximate time with Arduino-powered LEDs.
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25. Homo Cyborgis
Homo Cyborgis, the not so distant future brought to the
present. Your interactive cyborg overlord. Who's in control?
Only you can find out by finding and interacting with Homo
Cyborgis. Made entirely from recycled materials, come see
the future.

26. Horn of Plenty
Come to the Horn of Plenty and let your freak flag fly in the
shadow of love. Re-enact your favourite scene, create
something new or just have fun playing with various objects
to create shadow creatures. Or just sit and enjoy the show.

27. Hungry Hungry Hippies
Hungry Hungry Hippies is a life-sized version of the beloved
board game Hungry Hungry Hippos. This time you are the
hippo, erm hippie! This is an unforgettable, totally awesome
activity for kids of all ages. Go get those balls!

28. Interactive Storytelling
You are invited to come and co-create with your
imagination using the power of images on cards
to take you on as a metaphorical journey to exchange
ideas, fantasies and perceptions without judgement.
This is a place where nobody can tell us how to feel, how to
interpret our perceptions. The collective storytelling journey is
the goal.

29. Interstellar
Travel between the stars at light speed through Interstellar.
Come experience the rainbow as you travel to a new
dimension, the queer frontier!
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30. The Lavender Hour
A meditative morning glow descends.. Colours rise and fade
into one another, slowly radiating from behind soft silk walls
filling your night with a play of light! This is your lucid dream
state, things look strange here.. Try out a pair of diffraction
glasses and let your imagination do the talking while you do
the relaxing.

31. Lightning Lounge
The Lightning lounge is a relaxing chill space where
participants can lay-down to watch a thunderstorm
overhead, set against a starry sky, while listening to rain and
animal sounds.

Message in a Bottle (The Temple)
A labyrinth of waves with a bottle bobbing at its centre. A
perfect place to seek refuge from our robot overlords.
Participants are encouraged to write on the bottle walls
after a thoughtful adventure through the labyrinth. What will
your message be?

32. Mission Machine
Come get your mission, IF YOU DARE!! When you complete
it, take another one...

33. Pedi-Cab Birdcage
The birdcage is a human powered kinetic sculpture. It
consists of a six-foot diameter bird cage that is eight feet tall.
Inside you’ll find a wooden piano and the space for a 3piece band. All of this is mounted on a human powered
industrial tricycle.
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34. Reflections
"Come chill, write, reflect, see what others have written in this
MIRROR PYRAMID. Reflect, debate, contemplate!"

Robotany (The Effigy)
A robot is a machine that is controlled by a computer.
Artificial intelligence (AI) is developing at an exponential
rate. What will the evolution of technology bring? “Botany”
relates to plants and plant life. Welcome your new robot
overlord: Robotany.
Sit and relax as the stalks move and undulate. The entity will
sense your movement and respond. You will be lured and
lulled by the promise of better life under your new
robotanical overlord. After dark, the pods will spit fire
periodically. There will be a special something happening
Friday 10pm-12am. The future is Robotany!

35. Rock the clit
An adult ride with sounds and lights...very CLIMACTIC!

36. Scramble of Scandal
Take a stroll into The Yard and find our Scramble of Scandal.
Grope your way up our overhanging bouldering wall where
you’ll find naughty holds, dicks to drink from and other
surprises. Scribble your favourite "Cock-Tales". Open all the
time.

37. Show Me What You Got
Headward the Cromulon is back at Vandango. Eight feet of
pink puppet perfection is once again poking its bulging
head into our sweet bush...party. Now with glowing eyeballs.
Headward, Free Now To Rise!
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38. SkyFort
Come enjoy the whimsy of your childhood fantasies in
SkyFort: a comfy crow’s nest perched atop a sea of clouds.
Climb up with your friends to get a view of the surrounding
lands and plan your next big adventure, or stay on land and
steer an interactive cloud light show with the ships wheel at
the base. However you choose to participate, adventure
awaits.

39. Summer's Spectral Swings
Silk swings suspended from tree branches. Psychedelic lights
will also be at the base of the tree projecting beautiful
colours on to participants as they swing in nature.

40. Synesthetic Mirror
Synesthetic Mirror merges your body and the music to
generate magical visuals! Come dance and play with
friends & strangers alike in front of this installation’s sensors,
transforming yourselves into the digital domain.

41. The Ballsy Rocker
Come rock in our light up pirate ship!

42. The Beating Heart
A reconstruction of the Vancouver Embrace Heart

43. The Eocene Operatives: Robots
Deciding the Fate of Humanity
Eternal consciousness, in robot form, they have seen it all. To
them, Earth has always been a paradise planet. The last
time they visited was more than 39 Million years ago. They
have returned and now have to decide the fate of
humanity.
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44. The Five Elements
Based on the stones from the Fifth Element, this work will be
made up of four illuminated pillars and a fifth platform that
lights up when stood upon by the fifth element... YOU!

45. The Flower Garden
The Flower Garden is a beautiful arrangement of multi
coloured recycled plastic bottles that are covered in LED
lights that provide a feast for the eyes with ever changing
colours and patterns.

46. The Goon-buggy
Look out for the Goon-buggy! A bicycle towed mobile cart
that resembles a pirate ship and mast and has the purpose
of delivering goon (bagged wine) to legal age burners.
Come show us your best slappa-da-goon!

The Hideout
The Hideout is the secret headquarters of the Badger crew,
where fun never sleeps and there's always something to do.
Badgers are nocturnal, so the Hideout is particularly active in
the early hours of the morning...

48. The Love Bus
Just your regular, old, run of the mill, pink school bus filled
with balls and lights... you know... kinda boring really...

50. The Oxymorons
A gathering place for the Oxymorons roving improv team. A
display of art illustrating the Oxymorons’ links to emotional &
physical health. We will have a kiosk displaying our
oxymoron swag & demonstrations.
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51. The Phoenix Rainbow
The Phoenix Rainbow is a giant symbol of love, hope and
possibility! It dazzles and delights with its myriad of colours
and patterns and inspires awe with its impressive size and
girth! Constructed with over 4000 lbs of aluminum and steel
and more than 500 feet of addressable RGB LED lighting, the
Rainbow is a feat of both art and engineering!

53. Tiltation of Light
An interactive four person teeter totter incorporating both
light and sound effects.

54. Topple
A game of balance and skill. Share with a friend or a
stranger, make up the rules or follow some, whatever you do
just have a go.

55. Trirantula
The alien three-legged spider has landed on Earth again.
She is waiting to interact with you.

56. Umbra
Umbra is a shadow wall. Participants can choose props from
our prop library and then position themselves in front of the
wall and trigger the flash of light. The illumination of the light
will cast a shadow on the UV wall, leaving a temporary
shadow.

57. Zorbtastic
Play a game of ball where you get to BE the ball!
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58. Lucifer the Flaming Lamp Post
The iconic feature at the entrance to The Empress, LUCIFER is
a Victorian-style gas-lit lamp post meant to light the streets
of BitF... and shoot columns of flame up into the sky.

59. Book of Cheesus Christ
The Book of Cheesus Christ is our Church's text to convert the
masses. Stories of cheesy wonder will keep those who read it
rapt with attention and craving the flesh of Cheesus himself.
Cheese-vangelical readings will be conducted daily.
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Mutant Vehicles
Candyland Car
Candyland on the go! Look out for the Candyland Car
roving around BitF. You can't miss it! It will be decked
out in all its hideously glorious candy decor with a cotton
candy mountain on top. You can play our game by
accepting a silly, fun, interactive challenge in exchange for
candy or a freezie! Feet sore? Tired? Ask us for a
ride to your destination and hop into the mini pillow lounge.
Location: Parked at Candyland Camp

Shutterbuggy
The Shutterbuggy is a mobile photo booth modelled after a
1940s camera. Come visit us at Puck's Palace and get a
souvenir photo to commemorate your BitF experience.
Location: Parked at Puck's Palace
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Sound Stages
Pucks Palace (A)
Puck's Palace is your booty-shaking, love-making, dancing
machine all night long. Come for the music, stay for the
sunrise.

BACK to the WILD (B)
The original European rave party with amazing decorations,
glow trees, black UV lights and DJs playing the heaviest bass
music genres.

Boobs & Berries (C)
Radically faux-clusive yacht cooperative, sprinkled with
berries and seamen. Come dance, play and have a drink.
Let's get naughty'cal!

Jam Camp (D)
Jam Camp is a live music camp with professional quality
sound and a passion to co-create. Come play an
instrument, sing a song or take a workshop. We came to
Jam!
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Vandango (E)
Leave your chakras and earth crystals at home. We're here
to push your buttons and pour some lovin' directly into your
face hole.

Really Lost Penguins (F)
Live music, open mic, and DJ sets in the Penguin Cave! Red
wine, chocolate, Penguin Pee (spiked lemonade), and "ice
breakers" in our Ice Breaker Cafe!
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